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Fachbereich 17-Mathematikllnformatik, D-4790 Paderborn, Germany 
We present algorithms for analyzing single graphs and sets of graphs generated 
by boundary node label controlled (BNLC) graph grammars. This paper extends a 
unified framework for developing algorithms on context-free graph languages to 
BNLC graph languages. Graphs in BNLC graph languages do not necessarily have 
vertex separators of bounded size as do graphs in context-free graph languages. We 
give combinatorial decision and query algorithms on single graphs generated by a 
deterministic BNLC graph grammar and algorithms for the following question: 
Does the language of a given BNLC graph grammar contain a graph that fulfills 
a certain graph property? All algorithms developed in this paper consider the graph 
grammar as input. :D 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTB~DUCTI~N 
The area of graph grammars has grown quite impressively in recent years 
motivated by pattern recognition, software specification and development, 
VLSI layout schemes, data bases, analysis of concurrent systems, and many 
other applications; see Ehrig et al. (1987). 
In many applications, engineering designs can be specified by succinct 
graph descriptions. By using succinct graph descriptions, we can describe 
very large graphs in small space. Such design systems can be viewed as 
deterministic graph grammars. Most design systems allow the inclusion of 
alternatives, and can be viewed as graph grammars that can generate 
infinitely many graphs. 
Lengauer and Wanke (1988a, b) discuss a unified framework for 
developing efficient algorithms which decide graph properties on single 
graphs and sets of graphs generated by certain context-free graph gram- 
mars. In this paper, we extend this unified framework to boundary node 
label controlled (BNLC) graph grammars. The results show that the restric- 
tion to graphs with bounded vertex separators is not essential in Lengauer 
and Wanke (1988a, b). 
BNLC graph grammars are introduced by Rozenberg and Welzl (1986a). 
We use a slightly different definition of BNLC graph grammars. The first 
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difference is that we control the embedding in a derivation step by an addi- 
tional labeling of the vertices instead of a connection relation. The second 
difference is that we only consider the underlying unlabeled graphs in 
BNLC graph languages. However, our definition and the definition in 
Rozenberg and Welzl (1986a) are essentially equivalent. 
BNLC graph grammars can generate a number of interesting families of 
graphs; see Rozenberg and Welzl (1986a). Their languages can contain all 
complete graphs, all complete bipartite graphs, and all unlabeled graphs 
generated by hyperedge replacement systems (HRS); see Vogler (1988). 
Here, we do not consider multiple edges in the graphs of HRS graph 
languages. 
In the first part (Section 3 and 4) of this paper, we consider decision and 
query problems on deterministic BNLC graph grammars. A deterministic 
BNLC graph grammar r generates at most one graph called the expansion 
E(T) of ZY The number of vertices in the expansion E(T) can be exponen- 
tial in the size of ZY In Section 3, we show that the problem deciding 
whether the expansion E(T) of a deterministic BNLC graph grammar r 
has a cycle or is twocolorable can be solved in polynomial time. The algo- 
rithms are based on an equivalence relation on graphs with respect to a 
graph property called replaceability. In Section 4, we show how to solve 
query problems on the expansion E(T) with the concept of replaceability. 
We show that the problem of deciding whether two vertices in E(T) are 
connected and the shortest path problem between two vertices in E(T) can 
be solved in polynomial time. 
In the second part (Section 5 and 6) of this paper, we consider decision 
problems on possibly infinite BNLC graph languages. Here, our central 
question is: “Does there exist a graph in the language of the grammar that 
fulfills a certain graph property?” The decidability of this question is dis- 
cussed in Courcelle (1987b), Habel (1989), Habel, Kreowski, and Vogler 
(1987), and Lengauer and Wanke (1988b) for certain context-free graph 
languages, in Rozenberg and Welzl (1986b) for BNLC graph languages, 
and in Courcelle (1987a) for confluent NLC graph languages. Note that 
each BNLC graph language is a confluent NLC graph language. However, 
all these references, except Rozenberg and Welzl (1986b) use essentially the 
same concept. 
Rozenberg and Welzl (1986b) discuss BNLC graph grammars with the 
central question: “If L is a BNLC graph language and 17 is a graph 
theoretic property, is the set of all graphs from L satisfying 17 again a 
BNLC graph grammar?” The authors do not consider complexity results. 
Courcelle (1987a) has obtained impressively general results on the 
decidability of graph properties on confluent NLC graph languages. To 
prove the results, Courcelle used the monadic second-order theory on an 
abstract notion of a context-free graph grammar. Specifically, he has shown 
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that for a confluent NLC graph grammar and a graph property 17 that can 
be formulated in monadic second-order logic (quantification is allowed on 
vertices and vertex sets), it is decidable whether there exists a graph 
generated by the graph grammar that fulfills 17. The resulting decision 
algorithms, however, are highly inefficient. 
In Section 5, we define finire graph properties on BNLC graph gram- 
mars. The notion of a finite graph property is essentially the same as the 
notion of a recognizable set ofgruphs in Courcelle (1987a). Thus, as shown 
in Courcelle (1987a), all monadic second-order definable properties are 
finite. The notion of a finite graph property is useful when designing more 
efficient algorithms for deciding such a graph property. 
In Section 6, we analyze the structure of finite graph properties. We give 
a polynomial time algorithm for deciding whether a BNLC graph language 
contains a subgraph isomorphic to a fixed graph H. The problem of 
deciding whether a BNLC graph language contains a graph that has no 
subgraph isomorphic to a fixed graph H is PSPACE-complete if H consists 
of a single edge; see Wanke (1989). We show also that connectivity 
problems on BNLC graph languages can be solved in exponential time. 
The results in Section 6 are based on the concept of recognizability as 
are the results in Courcelle (1987a). The difference between the approach 
of Courcelle (1987a) and the approach in this paper is that Courcelle is 
interested in giving a very general criterion for a graph property to be 
decidable. We are interested in finding efficient algorithms and restrictions 
that guarantee efficient algorithms. 
2. BNLC GRAPH GRAMMARS 
The notion of BNLC graph grammar will be introduced in a series of 
definitions and examples. We use a slightly different definition from 
Rozenberg and Welzl (1986a). We allow a graph to be undirected or 
directed. In the following, we use the term graph for undirected graphs and 
the term digruph for directed graphs. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Z be an arbitrary finite alphabet; i.e., C is a finite set 
of symbols. 
1. A node labeled (NL) graph (digruph) over .Z is a system G = 
( I’, E, lab, S, C), where (V, E) is a graph (digraph), lab : V+ Z is a label 
function that labels each vertex by a symbol from Z, and S: V + p(C) is 
a label function that labels each vertex by a set of symbols from C. The 
underlying unlabeled graph (digraph) of G is denoted by unlab(G) = 
( K E). 
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FIG. 1. A directed BNLC graph grammar 
2. A (directed) boundary node label controlled (BNLC) graph 
grammar over Z is a system r= (G, , . . . . G,, R, Z, A) consisting of 
l a finite alphabet C, 
l a terminal alphabet A EC, 
l k NL graphs (digraphs) Gr, . . . . Gk over C, and 
l a set of substitution rules R z (C-A) x { 1, . . . . k}. 
The symbols in A are called terminal symbols. The symbols in C-A are 
called nonterminal symbols. A terminal vertex (nonterminal vertex) u is a 
vertex with the property that lab(u) is a terminal symbol (nonterminal 
symbol, respectively). 
l In each NL graph (digraph) Gi, 1 < id k, nonterminal vertices 
are never adjacent. 
Figure 1 shows a directed BNLC graph grammar. Vertices are drawn as 
circles. Upper (lower) case letters denote nonterminal (terminal) symbols. 
The letter and the set of letters on the circle for vertex u represent the 
symbol lab(u) and the set of symbols S(u) of vertex u, respectively. Non- 
terminal vertices are drawn as big circles. We write the right sides t of all 
substitution rules (lab(u), t) E R in the circle for nonterminal vertex u. 
DEFINITION 2. Let r= (G,, . . . . Gk, R, C, A) be a (directed) BNLC 
graph grammar. 
1. The neighborhood of a vertex u in a graph (digraph) G = (I’, E) is 
defined by N(u):=(v~(u,v}~E} (N(u):={vl(u,v)~Ev (v,u)~E}, 
respectively). 
2. In r, a NL graph (digraph) G over ,?Z directly derives a NL graph 
(digraph) J over Z:, denoted by G GA J, if and only if u is a nonterminal 
vertex in G, (lab(u), t) is a substitution rule in R, and J is constructed as 
follows: Substitute u by a copy G, of G,. Create an edge between two 
vertices v E N(u) and w  from G, as follows: 
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For the undirected case: 
Create an undirected edge {u, w  } if and only if lab(o) E S(w). 
For the directed case: 
Create a directed edge (u, w) if and only if lab(u) E S(W) and 
(u, U) was a directed edge in G. Create a directed edge (w, u) 
if and only if lab(u) E S(W) and (u, u) was a directed edge 
in G. 
(The directions of the edges on the substituted nonterminal 
vertex u determine the directions of the created edges.) 
3. In r, a NL graph (digraph) G derives a NL graph (digraph) J, 
denoted by G % J, if there exists a sequence of NL graphs (digraphs) 
H,, . . . . H, over C with 13 1, such that G = H,, J = H,, and H, ‘2 Hi+, for 
l<i<land l<t<k. (“g” is the transitive and reflexive closure of “a”.) 
4. The axiom of r is G,. The language L(f) of r is defined to be the 
set of all unlabeled graphs (digraphs) unlab(G), where G is a NL graph 
(digraph) that is derivable from the axiom and that contains only terminal 
vertices, i.e., 
L(T) := {unlab(G)I Gk 5 G and G has only terminal vertices >. 
Figure 2 shows a derivation in the directed BNLC graph grammar of 
Fig. 1. The derivation starts with the NL digraph G,. In the first step, the 
G unlab(G) 
FIG. 2. A derivation in a directed BNLC graph grammar. 
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nonterminal vertex in G, labeled with A is substituted by GZ, Then, the 
nonterminal vertex in the result labeled with A is substituted by G,. 
Figure 2 shows also the underlying unlabeled digraph obtained by the 
derivation. This digraph unlab(G) is contained in L(T), because G does not 
contain nonterminal vertices. 
DEFINITION 3. Let r= (G,, . . . . G,, R, C, A) be a (directed) BNLC 
graph grammar. The purse tree T for a NL graph (digraph) G over C with 
respect to a derivation G, Z-Z. G, 1 6 t <k, in r is a directed tree. Each 
vertex u in T is associated with a NL graph (digraph) f(u) from X’. Each 
edge (u, u) in T is associated with a nonterminal vertex g((u, a)) from f(u). 
The parse tree for NL graph (digraph) G,, 1 6 t d k, is a single vertex u 
with f(u) = G,. 
If T is the parse tree for G with respect to a derivation G, %- G, then the 
parse tree T’ for G’ with respect to a derivation G, 4 G ‘A G’ is the parse 
tree T including one additional vertex u with f(u) = G,, and one additional 
edge (w, U) with g(w, u) = U, where f(w) is the NL graph (digraph) the 
vertex u belongs to. 
Figure 3 shows a parse tree T for the NL digraph derived in Fig. 2. The 
digraphs associated with the vertices are drawn in the circles representing 
the vertices. The nonterminal vertices associated with the edges are given 
by the geometrical positions of the edges. 
DEFINITION 4. Let r = (G, , . . . . G,, R, C, A) be a (directed) BNLC 
graph grammar. 
1. The (directed) BNLC graph grammar (r, i), 1 < id k, is the 
(directed) BNLC graph grammar r with axiom Gi. 
@ pi--& 
FIG. 3. A parse tree. 
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2. Let Gi = (vi, Ei, lab, S, C) for i = 1, . . . . k. The number of vertices 
in r and the number of edgs in r are denoted by N,= cf=, ( l/J and 
M,= Cf= i (E,I, respectively. The size of a BNLC graph grammar r is 
denoted by Irl= PI + 14 +Nr+Mr+C,.v,,,.i.k IS(o 
We assume that all graphs (digraphs) in r are represented by adjacency 
lists and the symbols on the vertices as well as the rule set R are stored in 
an one dimensional array. We also assume that for each symbol e E C there 
exists at least one vertex labeled with e by the label function lab. Since non- 
terminal vertices are never adjacent, see Definition 1.2, a derivation step 
will never create an edge between two nonterminal vertices. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that all vertices are labeled by subsets from A. 
A number of interesting families of unlabeled graphs can be generated by 
BNLC graph grammars, e.g., the set of all complete graphs, all complete 
bipartite graphs, all k-trees, all graphs with bandwidth or cyclic bandwidth 
d k, all graphs with cut-width <k (always for a fixed k); see Rozenberg 
and Welzl (1986a, 1986b, 1987) for more examples, Vogler (1988) has 
shown that the class of unlabeled hyperedge replacement languages, defined 
in Habel and Kreowski (1987) and usually called the set of context-free 
graph languages, is a proper subset of the class of unlabeled BNLC graph 
languages. The set of planar graphs and the set of all graphs, however, are 
not unlabeled BNLC graph languages; see Rozenberg and Welzl (1987). 
3. GRAPH PROBLEMS ON SINGLE GRAPHS 
In this section, we give algorithms to solve graph problems on single 
graphs represented by deterministic BNLC graph grammars. A BNLC 
graph grammar is deterministic if and only if its rule set R is a function, i.e., 
each nonterminal vertex has exactly one substitution rule. We write 
R(e) = t instead of (e, t) E R. If a BNLC graph grammar r is deterministic, 
then its language contains either nothing or exactly one graph called the 
expansion E(T) of r. The number of vertices in the expansion can be 
exponential in the size of r. 
In a deterministic BNLC graph grammar r= (G,, . . . . G,, R, C, A), the 
NL graphs G,, . . . . Gk can be ordered such that for each nonterminal vertex 
u in Gi, 1 < i Q k: R(lab(u)) < i. For all further discussions, we assume that 
the NL graphs in r are ordered as above and all E((T, i)) for i = 1, . . . . k 
are defined. With a simple emptiness procedure for context-free string 
grammars, see Hopcroft and Ullman (1987) we can test in time O( Irl) 
whether L(T) is empty. Note that if r is deterministic, then there exists 
exactly one parse tree for each E((T, i)), because there exists exactly one 
derivation for E( (r, i)). 
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We solve graph problems on the expansion E(T) with a modification of 
the bottom-up procedure introduced in Lengauer and Wanke (1988b). 
‘Before we can define the bottom-up procedure, we need the following 
important technical concepts: 
DEFINITION 5. Let Z be a arbitrary finite alphabet. Let G, H,, . . . . H,,, be 
NL graphs (digraphs) over C and let ul, . . . . U, be m pairwise distinct and 
not adjacent vertices in G. The NL graph (digraph) GIH,/ul, . . . . H,,Ju,J 
is defined as follows: 
1. If m=O, then G[ ] :=G. 
2. If m > 0, then substitute each vertex uj, 1 d j < m, with a cop? fij 
of Hi. Create an edge between the vertices v E N(u,) and w  from H, as 
follows: 
For the undirected case: 
Create an undirected edge {v, w  } if and only if lab(v) E S(w). 
For the directed case: 
Create a directed edge (v, w) if and only if lab(v) E S(w) and 
(v, uj) was a directed edge in G. Create a directed edge (w, v) 
if and only if lab(u) E S(w) and (u,, u) was a directed edge 
in G. 
Then, for each vertex w  from fij, remove a symbol e E S(w) if and only if 
e 4 S(uj), i.e., let S(w) := S(w) n S(U,). The resulting NL graph (digraph) is 
G[ff,lu~ 3 . ..> H,l~,l. 
Definition 5 defines a simultaneous substitution of more than one vertex. 
The NL graph (digraph) G from Definition 5.2 is also called an enuiron- 
ment for each Hj. The difference between a single substitution step and a 
derivation step is the relabeling defined in the last two sentence of Delini- 
tion 5. It is easy to verify that the simultaneous substitution fulfills the 
following properties: Let G,, GZ, and G3 be three NL graphs (digraphs). 
1. Let u1 and u2 be two not adjacent vertices from G,. Then 
~~~~b~~,C~~I~,lC~~I~~l~=~~~~~~~~C~~l~~lC~~I~~1~~ 
2. Let U, and u2 be a vertex from G1 and G,, respectively. Then 
~~~~~~~,C~~C~,I~~lI~,l~=~~~~~~~,C~~I~,lC~~I~~l~. 
3. Let u1 be a vertex from G, and GI G2/rrl G,. Then 
unlab(G,)=unlab(G,[G,/u,]). 
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A substitution is called confluent and associative with respect to the under- 
lying graphs if it fulfills properties 1 and 2, respectively; see also Courcelle 
(1987a). Now, we can define a procedure that generates the expansion 
E(T) of a given (directed) deterministic BNLC graph grammar bottom-up. 
PROCEDURE 1. The expansion procedure. 
Let r= (G,, . . . . G,, R, ,Z’, A) be a (directed) deterministic BNLC graph 
grammar. 
FOR i := 1, . . . . k DO ( 
Let ur, . . . . U, be the nonterminal vertices in Gi; 
Gi := Gi C~R(lab(u~))/‘~1~ ...y ~~~a~~u,,,~~/‘~rnl~) 
The expansion procedure works correctly, i.e., unlab(GJ = E(Ti) for 
i= 1 , . . . . k, because the simultaneous substitution simulate the direct deriva- 
tion step, and is associative and confluent with respect to the underlying 
graphs. 
For certain graph problems, the solution on E(T, i) can be obtained by 
the solutions on the subgraph E((f, j)), 1 d j< i, of E(T, i) and the NL 
graph Gi. 
DEFINITION 6. Two NL graphs (digraphs) H and H’ over an arbitrary 
finite alphabet Z are replaceable with respect to a graph problem I7, 
denoted by Hwn H’, if and only if for all NL graphs (digraphs) G over C 
that contain a vertex u 
II(unlab(G[H/u])) = fl(unlab(G[H’/u])). 
(For each such G the answer to 17 is the same no matter whether we embed 
H or H’ in G.) 
The graph problem 17 need not be a graph property; i.e., 17(G) E (0, 1 f, 
see Lengauer (1987) and Fernandez-Baca and Williams (1989). For 
instance, if G is a graph, ZZ(G) may be the value of a minimum spanning 
forest of G. Replaceability with respect to a graph problem 17 is an 
equivalence relation defined on NL graphs. Note that G[H/u] and 
G[H’/u] are node labeled graphs. The graph problem I7 does not consider 
this labeling, because Z7 should be defined independently of the graph 
representation. 
The embedding of H in an environment G depends on the label function 
S in H and on the label function lab in the environment G. The label 
function lab in H and the label function S in G can be changed 
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arbitrarily without changing the graph unlab(G[H/u]). This implies that 
replaceability of two NL graphs depends only on the labeling by S. 
Let burn,( ) be a procedure that generates a small replaceable NL graph 
burn,(G) over 2 with respect to a graph problem I7 for a given NL graph 
G over ,Y. The procedure burn,( ) is called a burning procedure for 17. 
Here, the NL graph burn,(G) should be as small as possible. 
Now, we have all notations to define the bottom-up procedure for deter- 
ministic BNLC graph grammars. 
PROCEDURE 2. The bottom-up procedure for deterministic BNLC 
graph grammars. 
Let r= (G,, . . . . Gk, R, Z, A) be a (directed) deterministic BNLC graph 
grammar. 
Let burn,( ) be a burning procedure for a graph problem 17. 
FOR i := 1, . . . . k DO { 
Let a,, . . . . U, be the nonterminal vertices in G,; 
Gi := Gi CG$.~,a~~u,~~h 5 ...y GbR~,a~,u,&nl; 
Gf := burn,(ci);} 
The bottom-up procedure is an extended expansion procedure. The dif- 
ference is that we substitute each G, by a small replaceable NL graph GQ. 
The fact that after the ith iteration of step 2 in the bottom-up procedure 
ZZ(unlab(GF)) = Z7(E((T, i))) follows by the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let I7 be a graph problem. Let G, H,, . . . . H,,,, Hi, . . . . H,’ be 
NL graphs (digraphs) over an arbitrary finite alphabet C such that H, wn H,’ 
for j= 1, . . . . m. Let u,, . . . . u, be m 20 pairwise distinct and not adjacent 
vertices in G; then 
Proof By induction on m. 
Basis. Let m = 1. Since H, -* Hi, we know that 
for all NL graphs (digraphs) J that contain a vertex v. By the associativity 
of the simultaneous substitution, we get 
~~~~~~~~JC~C~~l~~ll~l~~=~~~~~~~~JC~C~~l~~l/~l~~ 
for all J. This is equivalent to GIHl/u,] -II G[Hi/u,]. 
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Induction. Let m > 1. Let J be a NL graph (digraph) over 2 that 
contains a vertex u. We get 
WunWJCGCH,lu,, . . . . ~,l~,ll~l)) 
= ~(unWJCW1 Cff,Iu, , . . . . ~,h,J 1) 
1 by the associativity 
=n(unlab(JCGlulCH,lu,, . . . . H,-,l~,-,1CH,l~,l)) 
1 by the confluence 
=~(unlab(JCG/~lCH~I~,ICH,I~,, . . . . H,-,A,-,111 
(by the confluence 
=~(unlab(JCGl~lCH~I~,lCH;I~,, . . . . HL,lu,,-,I)) 
1 by the inductive hypothesis 
=n(unlab(J[G/ulCH;lu,, . . . . H~~,l~,~,1CW,d~,,~l)) 
[by the confluence 
=II(unlab(.J[G/u][H;/u,, . . . . H;/u,])) 
1 by the confluence 
=IZ(unlab(.J[G[H’,/u,, . . . . Hk/u,]/u])) 
I by the associativity 
for all J. This is equivalent to G[H,/u,, . . . . H,/u,,] -nG[H;/u,, . . . . 
Hmluml. I 
Consider three NL graphs G, H and H’ over an arbitrary finite alphabet 
C, where G consists of a single vertex u labeled arbitrarily. Since 
unlab(G[H/u]) = unlab(H) and unlab(G[H’/u]) = unlab(H’), it follows 
that HmIIH’ * I7( unlab( H)) = I7(unlab( H’)). This in connection with 
Lemma 1 implies that after the ith iteration of the bottom-up procedure 
Z7(unlab(Gf)) = Z7(E(T, i)). 
Now, we will give some simple examples to demonstrate the power of the 
bottom-up processing. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let I7 be the graph property saying that a digraph has a 
cycle. Let G be a NL digraph over C= {e,, . . . . e,}. The burning procedure 
burn,( ) for I7 works as follows: 
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1. If G has a cycle, then let burn,(G) be a simple loop on a vertex 
labeled arbitrarily. 
2. If G has no cycle, then create 2 .n vertices ui, . . . . u,, oi, . . . . v, in 
burn,(G) with S(u,)=S(u,)= {e,> for i= 1, . . . . n. Determine for each pair 
of symbols (e,, ej) E Z x C with 1 < i, j < n whether there exists a path P,,, 
between two vertices u and v in G with (e,, e,) E S(U) x S(U). If P,,, exists, 
then create an edge (ui, vj) in burn,(G). Finally, remove all vertices ui and 
uj with N( ui) = 0 and N(u,) = 0, respectively. The result is burn,(G). 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a NL digraph over an arbitrary finite alphabet Z. 
G and burn,(G) are replaceable with respect to the cycle property 17. 
ProoJ Let H be any NL digraph over C that contains a vertex U. We 
show that H[G/u] has a cycle if and only if H[burn,( G)/u] has a cycle. 
Without loss of generality, we can asumme that G and H have no cycles. 
+= Let C be a cycle in H[G/u]. Let P= w, . . . . W’ be a maximal path 
in the cycle C that is contained in G. For each such path P and for each 
pair of symbols (e, e’) E S(w) x S(w’) there exists an edge (u, u) in burn,(G) 
such that (e, e’) E S(U) x S(o). It follows that H[burn,(G)/u] contains a 
cycle if H[G/u] contains a cycle. 
= Conversely, let C be a cycle in H[burn,(G)/u]. Let U, . . . . v be a 
maximal path of the cycle C that is contained in burn,(G). The path 
U, . . . . v is an edge (u, u) by the construction of burn,(G). For each such 
edge, there exists a path w, . . . . w’ in G such that S(U) x S(o) c S(w) x S(w’). 
It follows that H[G/u] contains a cycle if H[burn,(G)/u] contains a 
cycle. 1 
LEMMA 3. Let G = (V, E, S, 2) be a NL digraph over an arbitrary finite 
alphabet Z. Let II be the graph property saying that a digraph has a cycle. 
The NL digraph burn,(G) can be constructed in time O(l VI . ICI2 + 
IEI . ICI 1. 
Proof: The test whether G has a cycle takes time 0( 1 VI + 1 El ). We give 
a simple procedure that creates the edges in step 2 of the burning procedure 
for l7in time O(IVI.IZ12+JEl .ICl). 
Construct for each vertex u E I/ two sets left(u) := S(U) and 
right(u) := S(U). Store the sets S(U), left(u) and right(u) for each vertex u 
in a one dimensional array of length ICI such that the membership for a 
given symbol can be decided in time 0( 1). This takes time 0( I VI . ICI). 
Process the vertices in G in topological order, i.e., u < u if there exists a 
path from u to u in G. Create for each vertex u in G and edge (ui, vi) in 
burn,(G) if (ei, ej) E left(u) x right(u) and such an edge does not exists in 
burn,(G). This takes time ICI 2 for each vertex in G. After processng vertex 
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U, let left(u) := left(u) u left(u) u right(u) for each edge (u, u) E E. This takes 
time 0( ICI ) for each edge in G. 
The procedure above is straightforward, and takes time 0( 1 I’1 . )Z(’ + 
14 .I4). I 
THEOREM 1. Let r= (G,, . . . . Gk, R, C, A) be a directed deterministic 
BNLC graph grammar. The question whether E(T) has a cycle is decidable 
in time 0( IZJ lA13). 
Proof We solve the problem Z7(E(f)) with the bottom-up procedure. 
The worst case complexity is given in E(T) has no cycle. In the ith iteration 
of the bottom-up procedure we have to compute G, and Gp, under the 
following condition: 
Each Gf, ldj-ci, contains O(lAl) vertices and O(lAl’) 
edges. 
Each vertex u in GT is labeled by a set S(U) that contains 
exactly one symbol. 
Let Gi= (V,, Ei, lab, S, Z) for i= 1, . . . . k. It follows that Gi contains 
0( ) Vi1 .I Al ) vertices and 0( lE,l + 1 Vi( .I A J ‘) edges, and the burning proce- 
dure takes time O(((Vil+IEil)~lAj3), see Lemma3. 
To construct Gi, we have to substitute each nonterminal vertex ui in Gi 
by a copy of Gb,,,,t+,,,,. This takes time 0( I Al ‘) for each nonterminal vertex 
and 0( 1 l/J . I Al ‘) for all nonterminal vertices in G;. The embedding of each 
GWd”,,, can be done in time N(uj). Thus, the embedding of all Gb,,,,,,,,, 
takes time 0( ]A]). The relabeling of the vertices from all Gb,i,abCU,j) takes 
time O(l I’,/ . IAl). 
It follows that the ith iteration of the bottom-up processing takes time 
0(( I T/,1 + lEil ). 1 Al 3, and the time complexity of the complete procedure to 
compute Z7(E(T)) is O(lr( . [Al’). 1 
Figure 4 shows a bottom-up processing for the cycle property. In the 
figures, we omit the labeling by the label function lab on the vertices from 
Gi and Gf. In all further examples, we only determine whether the bottom- 
up processing takes polynomial time. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let I7 be the graph property whether a graph is 
twocolorable. Let G be a NL graph over Z = {e,, . . . . e,}. The burning 
procedure for l7 works as follows: 
1. If G is not twocolorable, then burn,(G) consists of a complete 
graph with three vertices labeled arbitrarily. 
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FIG. 4. A bottom-up processing for the cycle property. 
2. If G is twocolorable, then for each pair of symbols (e,, ej) E 2 x C 
with 1 ,<i,j<n do: 
(a) If G contains two vertices v, and v2 with (e,, ej)E S(v,) x S(Q) 
and a path between v1 and v2 of odd longth, then create two vertices u and 
v and an edge {u, v} in burn,(G) with S(U)= (ei} and S(v)= {ej}. 
(b) If G contains two vertices U, and v2 with (e,, ej) E S(v,) x S(v,) 
and a path between v1 and v2 of even length, then create three vertices U, zi 
and w  and two edge {u, v} and {v, w} in burn,(G) with S(U) = (e,}, 
S(v) = fa and S(w) = {ej}. 
The result is burn,(G). 
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LEMMA 4. Let G be a NL graph over an arbitrary finite alphabet C. G 
and burn,(G) are replaceable with respect to the twocolorability property II. 
Proof. Let H be any NL graph over C that contains a vertex U. 
It remains to show that H[G/u] is twocolorable if and only if 
H[burn,(G)/u] is twocolorable under the condition that G and H are 
twocolorable. This is equivalent to H[G/u] does not contain a cycle of odd 
length if and only if H[burn,(G)/u] does not contain a cycle of odd 
length. This follows by a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2. 1 
The burning procedure for n takes polynomial time and generates NL 
graphs whose size is bounded polynomial in the size of C. The argumenta- 
tion in the proof of Theorem 1 in connection with Lemma 4 yields the 
following result. . 
THEOREM 2. Let r be a deterministic BNLC graph grammar. The 
question whether E(T) is twocolorable is decidable in polynomial time. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let Z7 be the graph property that a graph is connected. Let 
G be a NL graph over some alphabet C= {e,, . . . . e,}. The burning proce- 
dure for ZZ works as follows: 
Create for each connected component C, in G a vertex v, 
labeled with the union of all sets S(u) of all vertices u in cj. 
If the result contains more than two vertices and two vertices 
labeled with the same set of symbols, remove one of them. 
The result is burn,(G). 
LEMMA 5. Let G be a NL graph over an arbitrary finite alphabet 2. G 
and burn,(G) are replaceable with respect to the connectivity property Il. 
Proof A connected component Cj in G will get a connection with a 
vertex u in an environment if and only if the single vertex uj will get a con- 
nection with u, because S(uj) contains all symbols of the sets S(U) of all 
vertices u in C,. We can remove one of two vertices u and v with the same 
set of symbols, because u will get a connection if and only if v will get a 
connection. We are not interested in the number of connected components. 
If there are only two vertices, we cannot remove one of them, because a 
single vertex is a connected components and two single vertices are not. i 
The burning procedure for connectivity takes polynomial time, but 
unfortunately, the number of vertices in the result of the connectivity 
burner is in the worst case a function from 2 R(‘r’). This cannot be bounded 
by a polynomial in the size of C, because each NL graph over C is 
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characterized by a subset of g(C) and there are 2R(l“‘) many NL graphs 
over Z that are pairwise not replaceable with respect to connectivity. 
However, the bottom-up procedure yields a simple algorithm to test 
whether or not E(T) is connected, especially if the number of vertices in 
E(T) is exponential in the number of vertices in r. That is, each subgraph 
E((f, i)) of E(T) for i= 1, . . . . k can be analyzed independently of its 
environment, and in many practical cases, the burnt graphs representing 
the E((T, i)) may be very small. 
Note that if we restrict the number of terminal symbols to O(log(N,)), 
the bottom-up procedure decides whether E(T) is connected in polynomial 
time as in Examples 1 and 2. Not finding small burnt graphs does not 
imply that there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm, but for con- 
nectivity, we know that the problem whether the expansion E(T) of a given 
deterministic BNLC graph grammar r is disconnected is NP-complete; see 
Wanke (1989). 
Many simple graph properties may be decidable on deterministic BNLC 
graph grammars in polynomial time with similar burning procedures, but 
there exists also some open problems. One of the open problem is whether 
there exists a polynomial time algorithm to test whether the expansion of 
a deterministic BNLC graph grammar is planar. 
4. QUERY PROBLEMS ON SINGLE GRAPHS 
In many applications, one wants selectively query critical parts of E(T). 
For instance, given two vertices u and u in E(T), are they connected? Here, 
the first problem is to identify the vertices u and u in E(T). We assume that 
the vertices u and v are given as path names. Each vertex in the expansion 
belongs to a graph represented by an unique vertex in the parse tree of the 
expansion. A vertex u in E(T) can be identified by providing the path from 
the root of the parse tree T to the vertex u in T to which the vertex u 
belongs and then identifying the vertex inside the graph represented by u. 
In general, a path name is a sequence of nonterminal vertices ui, . . . . U, 
followed by a terminal vertex u,+ i , where the nonterminal vertex ur is from 
the axiom of r and the vertex u,, 1 < j < 1+ 1, is from the NL graph 
G R(,ab(v,-,Jj the nonterminal vertex uj- 1 was substituted. Figure 5 shows an 
example of a path name. The vertex x in the digraph unlab(G) is identified 
by the sequence ui, ulr ug. 
Query problems can also be answered with the concept of replaceability. 
We exemplify query problems with the shortest path problem on directed 
BNLC graph grammars IY That is, we demonstrate how to compute the 
length of a shortest path between two given vertices in E(T). Let G be a 
digraph and let u and u be two vertices in G. The length of a shortest path 
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x dab(G) 
FIG. 5. A path name u,, u2, u, for a vertex x in dab(G). 
between u and u in G is denoted by Z7(G, U, u). Note that the shortest path 
problem may consider edges that have a given length. We assume that the 
length of the edges created by the embedding is determined by the length 
of the corresponding edge on the substituted nonterminal vertex as we do 
for the directions of the edges in Definition 2.2. That is, we create a directed 
edge (u, u) (edge (u, u)) of length I if and only if lab(u) E S(u) and (u, ui) 
(and (uj, u), respectively) was a directed edge in G having length 1. 
We extend the definition of replaceability to query problems as follows: 
DEFINITION. 7. Two NL graphs (digraphs) H and H’ over an arbitrary 
finite alphabet C are replaceable with respect to a two-vertex query Z7, 
denoted by H wn H’, if and only if, for all NL graphs (digraphs) G over 
Z that contain at least three distinct vertices U, u, and w, 
Z7(unlab(G[H/u]), u, w) = ZI(unlab(G[H’/u]), u, w). 
Let 17 be the shortest path problem between two vertices in a digraph. 
Let G be a NL digraph over C= {e,, . . . . e,}. The burning procedure for 17 
works as follows: 
Create 2 . n vertices ui , . . . . u,, vi, . . . . u, in burn,(G) with 
S(u,) = S(u,)= {e,> for i= 1, . . . . n. For each pair of symbols 
(e,, e,) E C x C with 1 < i, j < n, compute the minimum length 
1 over all shortest paths between all vertices u and u in G with 
(ei, e,) E S(U) x S(u). If I is finite, then create an edge (ui, u,) 
of length 1 in burn,(G). Finally, remove each vertex ui and 
uj in burn,(G) with N(u,) = /zl and N(v,) = 0, respectively. 
The result is burn,(G). 
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LEMMA 6. Let G be a NL digraph over an arbitrary finite alphabet C. G 
and burn,(G) are replaceable with respect to the shortest path problem II. 
Proof: It follows by a similar argumentation as in the proof of 
Lemma 1, because each subpath u’, . . . . u’ of the shortest path between two 
vertices u and v is a shortest path between U’ and v’. 1 
To compute the length of a shortest path between two vertices in E(T), 
first compute all GF for i = 1, . . . . k - 1 with the bottom-up procedure. This 
can be done in polynomial time as in Example 1. Let u and v be two path 
names in IY Start a derivation with the axiom G, of I’ and substitute 
iteratively all nonterminal vertices specified in the two given path names u 
and v. The resulting NL digraph, denoted by &r, U, u), has at most O(N,) 
I- = (G,,G,,G~,{(A,2),(8,1)].(a,b,A,B},{a,b)) 
” = u,,uz 













FIG. 6. A shortest path computation on a directed deterministic BNLC graph grammar. 
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vertices, O(N>) edges, and contains the two vertices specified by u and u. 
Then substitute each remaining nonterminal vertex w  in @(r, u, u) with 
G(Wn.)). The resulting NL digraph, denoted by E(T, u, u), has 
O(N,. IAl*) vertices and O(N>. IAl’) edges. 
Let u’ and v’ be the two vertices in E(T, u, v) specified by the path names 
u and u, respectively. By the definition of replaceability, it follows that a 
shortest path in E(T) between the two vertices specified by u and v has the 
same length as a shortest path in E(f, u, u) between u’ and u’. This length 
can be determined with a shortest path procedure on E(T, u, v) in polyno- 
mial time. We get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let r be a directed deterministic BNLC graph grammar. 
The length of a shortest path between two vertices in E(T) is computable in 
polynomial time. 
Figure 6 shows an example of the computation of a shortest path 
between two vertices in E(T). In the example, a shortest path between u 
and u has the length 5. The computation of the NL digraphs Gf 
for i= 1, . . . . k - 1 with the bottom-up procedure can be considered as a 
preprocessing phase. If all NL digraphs Gf are determined one can compute 
several shortest path problems without a new computation of the Gf’s. 
Theorem 3 also shows that it is decidable in polynomial time whether two 
given vertices from E(T) are connected, although we have no procedure to 
determine in polynomial time whether E(T) is connected. 
5. DECIDABILITY OF GRAPH PROPERTIES ON BNLC GRAPH LANGUAGES 
In the following, we restrict ourselves to graph properties. Let L be a set 
of graphs (digraphs) and let n be a property on graphs (digraphs). Then, 
17,(L) = 3G E L: ZZ(G) is true if and only if L contains a graph (digraph) 
that fulfills ZZ. 17,(L) = VG E L: n(G) is defined analogously for all graphs 
(digraphs) from L. Since n,(L) = 117,(L), we only consider the question 
n,(un). 
First, we introduce the definition of a finite graph property for BNLC 
graph grammars. This will be the prerequisite for all discussions about 
decidability of graph properties on BNLC graph languages. 
DEFINITION 8. Let C be an arbitrary finite alphabet. 
1. Let 9(C) be the set of all NL graphs (digraphs) over C. For 
a set LG~(C) of NL graphs (digraphs) over Z, let unlab(L) = 
{ unlab(G) 1 GE L} be the set of the underlying unlabeled graphs (digraphs) 
from L. 
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2. For a graph property I7 and a NL graph (digraph) GE s(Z), let 
CGleun= {JECW)IG-n J} be the set of all NL graphs (digraphs) over C 
that are replaceable with G with respect to 17. 
3. Let M,(Z) = ([Cl-,/ GE%(Z)} be the set of all equivalence 
classes generated by NL graphs (digraphs) over C with respect to n. 
4. If M,(Z) is finite, we call 17 ICI-finite. If M,(Z) is finite for all 
finite alphabets C, we call Z7finite. 
Since the size of M,(Z) depends only on the size of Z, we call a graph 
property /CJ-finite instead of Z-finite. The decidability of finite graph 
properties on BNLC graph languages is studied in Courcelle (1987a) and 
Rozenberg and Welzl (1987). In the next two theorems we show also two 
decidability results. The proofs of the theorems contain the basic idea for 
the design of efficient algorithms. 
THEOREM 4. Let f = (G, , . . . . Gk, R, Z, A) be a (directed) BNLC graph 
grammar over an arbitrary finite alphabet C. Let II be a finite graph 
property. If replaceability with respect to II is decidable for all NL graphs 
(digraphs) G and J over C, then II,(L(T)) is decidable. 
Proof: Consider the following procedure, where A[ ] and B[ ] are set 
arrays over 9(A) and “changed” is a Boolean variable. 
1. FOR i := 1, . . . . k DO A[i] := 0; 
2. changed := FALSE; 
FOR i := 1, . . . . k DO { 
(a) Let ur, . . . . u, be the nonterminal vertices in G,; 
(b) FOR j := 1, . . . . m DO B[j] := (GEA[t]Ilab(uj), t)ER); 
(c) FOR ALL H, E B[ 11, . . . . H, E B[m] DO { 
i. ci := G,[H,/u,, . . . . H,,Ju,]; 
ii. IF VG E A [ i] : G +,, G, THEN { 
A[i] :=A[i] u (GJ; 
changed := TRUE; } } } 
3. REPEAT step 2 UNTIL changed = FALSE; 
In step 1, each set A[i] for i= 1, . . . . k is initialized with the empty set. 
After step 2.b, each set B[j] for j= 1, . . . . m contains the NL graphs from 
A [ t] where t is a right side of a substitution rule for nonterminal vertex uI. 
Then, in step 2.q all combinations of derivations are constructed, and 
inserted in the set A [i] if it does not contain a NL graph (digraph) 
replaceable with respect to l7. The procedure repeats step 2 until no set 
A[i] has been changed. 
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In the procedure above, each set A [i] for i = 1, . . . . k never contains two 
NL graphs replaceable with respect to ZZ, because we test replaceability in 
step 2.c.ii. Thus each set A [i] contains at most IM,(d )I NL graphs 
(digraphs). Let A [i]’ be the set A [Ii] after the jth iteration of step 2. If 
A[i]j= A[i] j+’ for some j >, 1 an all i = 1, . . . . k, the algorithm stops, 
because then A [ i] will not change as j is increased further. Since n is finite 
and A[i]jsA[i] j+ ’ for all j 2 1 and all i = 1, . . . . k, the algorithm stops for 
SOme Aax d k. IMn( (A 1 )I. If the algorithm stops, it follows that A [i] i = 
A[ilJmaX for all j > j,,, and i= 1, . . . . k. By the definition of replaceability 
and Lemma 1, the set A[i]j contains a graph that fulfills n if and only if 
L((T, i)) contains a graph with a parse tree of height at most j that fulfills 
17. Since each graph in L(T) has a parse tree with a finite height, it follows 
that n,(unlab(A[k]jmax)) = Z7,(L(T)). [ 
THEOREM 5. Let r= (G,, . . . . G,, R, Z, A) be a (directed) BNLC graph 
grammar over an arbitrary finite alphabet C. Let II be a finite graph 
property. Zf an upper bound up,(A) of IM,(A)l is computable, then 
I7,( L( r)) is decidable. 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4. Consider the 
following procedure, where A[ ] and B[ ] are set arrays over 3(A). 
1. FOR i := 1 , . . . . k DO A[i] := 01; 
2. REPEAT k .up,(A) TIMES ( 
(a) FOR i := 1, . . . . k DO { 
i. Let ul, . . . . U, be the nonterminal vertices in G,; 
ii. FOR j := 1, . . . . m 
DO B[j] := {GE A[t] I (lab(q), t)E R}; 
iii. FOR ALL H, E B[l], . . . . H, E B[m] DO { 
Gi := Gi[H,/u,, . . . . H,Ju,]; 
A[i] := A[i] u {c,}; }}} 
The procedure in the proof of Theorem 4 stops if between two iterations 
of steps 2 no set A [i] has been changed. It can also be stopped after 
k . up,( 1 A( ) iterations of step 2 without testing replaceability, because 
k~up,(lAl)~k~l~,(l~l)~~,,,. With a similar argumentation as in the 
proof of Theorem 4 it follows that Z7,(unlab(A[k]k~“p”(‘dl))) = ZZ,(L(T)) in 
the procedure above. 1 
The procedure in the proof of Theorem 4 will be our frame for the design 
of efficient algorithms in Section 6. Theorem 5 can be used as a tool to 
show that 17,(L(T)) is decidable. Since the set of all finite graph properties 
is closed under Boolean operations; see Lengauer and Wanke (1988a) and 
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Courcelle (1987a), the problem Z7,(L(T)) is also decidable under the 
assumptions that are given in Theorem 4 and 5. (Note that M,(Z) = 
M,,(a) 
In analogy to the known results about context-free graph languages in 
Lengauer and Wanke (1988a) we show the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. The set of h-finite graph properties is a proper subset of the 
set of (h + 1)-finite graph properties for all h > 1. 
Proof: Each (h + l)-finite graph property is h-finite, because each NL 
graph over an alphabet with h symbols is a NL graph over an alphabet 
with h + 1 symbols. 
Let 17 be the graph property saying that the number of vertices in a 
graph is n*, where n is an integer. Then 17 is not h-finite for all h 2 1, 
because two NL graphs with a different number of vertices are not 
replaceable with respect to 17. Let R,,, be an h x m grid, where m, h k 1. 
Let Z7’ be the graph property saying that a graph is isomorphic to a grid 
R ,,,, such that m = n2 for an integer n. We show that 17’ is not h-finite but 
(h - 1 )-finite. 
Let H(m) be a NL graph over C = {e,, . . . . e,,} isomorphic to R,,,,, where 
the h vertices ur, . . . . u,, on one border (that contains exactly h vertices) of 
the grid are labeled by lab(uj) = e, and S(uj) = { ej} for j = 1, . . . . h. The 
remaining vertices in G(m) are labeled by empty sets and arbitrary sym- 
bols. Let G(m) be the NL graph H(m) with one additional vertex u con- 
nected to all vertices uj for j = 1, . . . . h. Then, G(I)[ H(l’)/u] is isomorphic to 
R ,,,+,,. Two NL graphs H(I’) and H(1”) over C are not replaceable with 
respect to I7 if I’ # I”. This shows that Il’ is not h-finite. 
If G and H are two NL graphs over Z= (e,, . . . . ehP ,}, u is a vertex from 
G, and G[H/u] is isomorphic to R,,,,, then H or G has at most h . (h - 1)/2 
or h . (h - 1)/2 + 1 vertices, respectively. In the best case, H or G without 
the vertex u represents a corner of the grid R. Thus, 17’ is (h - l)-finite. 1 
In order to prove that a graph property is finite, we need only compute 
an upper bound up,( 121) of the size of M,( 121). This is sufficient for 
Theorem 5. In the next lemma, we give an example to show how to 
compute an upper bound of the size of M,(Z) for some finite graph 
property 17. 
LEMMA 7. k-vertex colorability is a finite graph property. 
Proof Call a function f: V -+ { 1, . . . . k} a k-vertex labeling for a graph 
G=(V’,E) if and only iff(u)#f(v) for all edges {u,v} in G. Let GJ:= 
{(S(U), f(u)) 1 u E I’>, where f is a k-vertex labeling for a NL graph G = 
(V, E, lab, S, Z). Let G := (G’l f is a k-vertex labeling for G}. Obviously, 
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two NL graphs G and J over Z are replaceable with respect to k-vertex 
colorability if G = j. Since each G is a subset from 9( [Cl x {k}), k-vertex 
colorability is finite, and 1 Mm(C)1 6 2”“’ ‘. 1 
There are many interesting finite graph properties, for example edge- 
colorability, planarity, and subgraph isomorphism and homeomorphism 
for fixed graphs. Courcelle (1987a) has shown that each graph property 
expressible in monadic second-order logic is finite when quantification is 
allowed on vertices and vertex sets. 
There are also interesting graph properties that are not finite, for 
instance, whether a graph has a Hamiltonian cycle. Let H(m) be a NL 
graph over {a} consisting of m vertices each labeled with a and (~1. Let 
G(m) be the NL graph H(m) with one additional vertex u that is connected 
to all other vertices in G(m) and labeled arbitrarily. Then, G(Z)[H(m)/u] 
contains a Hamiltonian cycle if and only if I= m and 1, m > 2. This implies 
that the Hamiltonian cycle properties is not l-finite. 
The graph property saying that a graph G = (I’, E) contains a subgraph 
G’ = ( V, E’) such that E’ E E and G’ fulfills a finite graph property is not 
always finite, because the Hamiltonian cycle property can be expressed by 
such a subgraph that is a cycle and whether a graph is a cycle is a finite 
graph property, but the Hamiltonian cycle property is not. 
6. EFFICIENT ALGORITHMS ON BNLC GRAPH GRAMMARS 
To obtain efficient algorithms for finite graph properties on BNLC graph 
languages, we use the frame of the procedure in the proof of Theorem 4. 
Unfortunately, there are two points in the procedure that make the 
bottom-up processing highly inefficient. The first point is that the size of 
the sets A [i] may be exponential in the size of C. The second point is that 
the procedure generates all combinations of derivations. If Gj contains m 
nonterminal vertices, then in step 2.c, it computes Q( IMn(d)l “) combina- 
tions of derivations. 
One way to eliminate this disadvantage is to modify the BNLC graph 
grammar r such that each NL graph in r contains a constant number of 
nonterminal vertices. This can be done for undirected BNLC graph 
grammars in polynomial time as the next theorem shows. 
THEOREM 7. Let r be a BNLC graph grammar over an arbitrary finite 
alphabet C. There exists a BNLC graph grammar I-’ over a finite alphabet 
.?I’ such that Ir’l E 0( Irl’) and each NL graph in r contains at most two 
nonterminal vertices. 
ProoJ Let r= (G,, . . . . Gk, R, Z, A). First, we transform r into r’ = 
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(G;, . . . . G;, R’, C’, A’) such that L(T) = L(T’) and all terminal vertices in 
r’ are labeled differently by the label functions lab. Then, consider the 
following transformation step. 
Let ui and u2 be two nonterminal vertices in a NL graph G,! = (V, E, 
lab, S, Z), 1 < i 6 k. Construct a new NL graph G, + , that consist of two 
vertices ui and v2 with lab(o,) = lab(u,), lab(u,) = lab(u,), S(o,) = S(u,), 
and S(u?) = S(U?). Insert a new vertex u in Gi with lab(u) = X and S(u) = 
S(u,) u S(u,), where X is a new nonterminal symbol. Connect u with all 
vertices from N(u, ) and N( u2). Then, remove U, and u2. Finally, extend the 
rule set by (A’, k + 1). 
Obviously, L(T) = L( (r’, k)), because G 2 G’ is a derivation step in r 
if and only if G ‘l/u J Gk+lI” G’ is a derivation step in r’. If we apply the 
transformation step on each pair of nonterminal vertices from a NL graph 
Gi that contains more than two nonterminal vertices, we get a BNLC 
graph grammar r’ = (G;, . . . . G&, R’, C’, A’) with L(P) = L((r, k)), 12’1 E 
O(P + N,), IR’I E WRI + J’J,1, k’E O(N,L N,-,E OW,), M,,E O(M,-), 
and each vertex in r’ is labeled by at most N, symbols. 1 
Obviously, the BNLC graph grammar r’ in Theorem 7 can be construc- 
ted in polynomial time. It is important to note that Theorem 7 does not 
hold true for directed BNLC graph grammars and for the BNLC graph 
grammars defined by Rozenberg and Welzl (1986a). 
To eliminate the first point discussed in the beginning, i.e., to reduce the 
size of the sets A[i] in the bottom-up processing, we introduce an extended 
notion of replaceability. 
DEFINITION 9. Let C be an arbitrary finite alphabet and let 17 be a 
finite graph property. We call two sets P, P’ E 9(C) replaceable with respect 
to 17,) denoted by P -n3 P’, if and only if for each NL graph (digraph) G 
that contains a vertex U: 
~HE P: Z7(unlab(G[H/u]))o ~H’E P’: lir(unlab(G[H’/u])). 
LEMMA 8. Let Z be an arbitrary finite alphabet. Let GE 3(C) and 
Ul 9 . . . . u, be m pairwise distinct and not adjacent vertices from G. Let 
P 1, . . . . P,, P’, , . . . . Pk E S’(C), such that P, -n3 Pj for j = 1, . . . . m. Then 
u GCH,Iu,, . . . . H,,,I~,,,l 
H, E P, , . . H, E Pm 
and 
u GCH;Iu,, . . . . HLlu,l 
H; E P;, _.., H, E P, 
are replaceable with respect to II,. 
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Proof: Let H, E P,, . . . . H, E P,. Let J be a NL graph (digraph) over Z: 
that contains a vertex u such that 
~(unlab(JCGCH,Iul~ .-, H,l~,ll~l)). 
Since Pi -AJ P,, there must exist a NL graph (digraph) Hi E Pi such that 
fl(unlab(HCGCHi/ul, H21u2, .. . . H,l~,ll~l)). 
By changing the Hi into some Hi E f’; for j = 2, . . . . m, we get 
lir(unlab(H[G[H;/u,, . . . . HL/u,]/u])). 
The reverse direction holds true by the same argument. 1 
Assume that in the bottom-up processing, we substitute each set A[i] 
with a replaceable set with respect to n,. Then, by Lemma 8, it follows 
that after the bottom-up processing Z7,(unlab(A[i])) = Z7,(L((J’, i))) for 
i=l , . . . . k. Let burn,& ) be a procedure that generates for a given set 
A E 9(Z) a small set burn,,(A) c 9(C) of small NL graphs (digraphs) over 
C such that A -,r3 burn,,(A). 
PROCEDURE 3. The bottom-up procedure for BNLC graph grammars. 
Let r= (G,, . . . . G,, R, Z, d ) be a (directed) BNLC graph grammar over an 
arbitrary finite alphabet C such that each NL graph G,, 1 < i < k, contains 
at most a constant number of nonterminal vertices. Let A[ ] and B[ ] be 
set arrays over 9(Z), X be a variable over 9(E), and “changed” be a 
Boolean variable. 
1. FOR i:=l , . . . . k DO A[i] := 0; 
2. changed := FALSE; 
FOR i := 1, . . . . k DO { 
(a) Let u,, . . . . u, be the nonterminal vertices in G,; 
(b) FOR j := 1, . . . . m DO B[j] := {GEA[~] I (lab(u,), t)~ R}; 
(c) x := AL-i-J; 
(d) FOR ALL H, E B[l], . . . . H,EB[m] DO A[i] :=A[i]u 
{GCH,Iu,, . ..> H,nl~,l>; 
(e) A[i] := burn,,(A[i]); 
(f) IF Xfng A[i] THEN changed :=TRUE; } 
3. REPEAT step 2 UNTIL changed = FALSE; 
In step 2.d, we extend the set A [i] with all combinations of derivations 
for G,. In step 2.e, the set A [i] will be reduced by the burning procedure 
burn,& ). If the old set A [i] and the new set A [i] are replaceable with 
respect to Z7, the bottom-up procedure stops. The bottom-up procedure 
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works correctly, i.e., II,(unlab(A[k])) =17,(,5(T)) by Theorem 4 and 
Lemma 8. We demonstrate the bottom-up processing with two examples. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let us consider the subgraph isomorphism problem for fixed 
graphs H. Let G = (V, E, lab, S, C) be a NL graph over an arbitrary finite 
alphabet C. A NL graph G’ = (V’, E’, lab’, S’, C) is a NL subgraph of G if 
V’ c V, E’ c E, lab’(u) = lab(u), and S’(U) G S(U) for each vertex u in V’. 
LEMMA 9. Let II be the subgraph isomorphism problem for fixed graphs 
H. Let C be an arbitrary finite alphabet. For each set A E S!?(Z) there exists 
a set A’ c Y(Z) such that A -n3 A’, the size of A’ is polynomial in the size 
of 2, and each NL graph in A’ has a constant size. 
Proof: Let d be the maximal vertex degree in H. Let A’ be the set of all 
NL subgraphs G’ of all NL graphs G E A such that unlab(G’) is a subgraph 
of H, and for each vertex u in G’: IS( u)[ < d. The size of A’ is polynomial 
in the size of Z. The size of each NL graph in A’ is constant, because H 
is fixed. Obviously, A and A’ are replaceable with respect to ZZ,. 1 
The set A’ in Lemma 9 can be constructed in polynomial time, because 
H is fixed. Since it is easy to test replaceability of two sets A and A’ with 
respect to 17, in polynomial time, the bottom-up procedure decides the 
subgraph isomorphism problem for fixed graphs in polynomial time. This 
yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. Given a BNLC graph grammar r, it is decidable in polyno- 
mial time whether L(T) contains a graph that has a subgraph isomorphic to 
a fixed graph H. 
The complementary problem whether or not L(T) contains a graph that 
has no subgraph isomorphic to a fixed graph H is PSPACE-complete if H 
consists of a single edge; see Wanke (1989). This problem is equivalent to 
the question whether L(T) contains a totally disconnected graph. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let Z7 be the connectivity property. For connectivity, we 
know that IMn( IZI )I E 220(‘21’, see Section 3. 
LEMMA 10. Let II be the connectivity property. Let C be an arbitrary 
finite alphabet. For each set A c S(C) there exists a set A’ s g(Z) such that 
A -n3 A’, IA’1 < 2°(‘Z’2), and the size of each NL graph in A’ is bounded 
in O( lC12). 
Proof. First, compute the set B := {burn,(G) ( GE A} with the burning 
procedure for connectivity from Section 3. Then, let A’ be the set of all NL 
graphs obtained by the following procedure: 
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1. Get a NL graph from B, and remove some symbols on the vertices 
from G such that for all vertices u and u in G : (S(U) n S( [))I < 2. 
2. If one of the resulting NL graphs contains more than two vertices 
and two vertices labeled by the same set of symbols, remove one of the two 
vertices. 
If A’ contains two NL graph replaceable with respect to IJ remove one of 
them. The following idea shows that A’ NINA. 
Let HE A and let G be a NL graph over C that contains a vertex u such 
that G[H/u] is connected. If H contains two vertices u and w  with 
IS(u) n S( MI)/ 3 2, then we can remove a symbol e E S(u) n S(w) from S(v) 
or S(w) without changing the connectivity of G[H/u]. Step 2 in the proce- 
dure above does not change the replaceability with respect to I7, see the 
burning procedure for connectivity from Section 3. That is, there exists a 
NL graph H’ from A’ such that G[H’/u] is connected. m 
LEMMA 11. Let II he the disconnectivity property and let C be an 
arbitrary finite alphabet. For each set A c 3(C) there exists a set A’ E Y(C) 
such that A -II3 A’, IA’1 d 2o”“‘, and the size of each NL graph in A’ is 
bounded in O( IC(). 
Proof: First, compute the set B := {burn,(G) / G E A} with the burning 
procedure for connectivity from Section 3, as in Lemma 10. Now for each 
NL graph GE B, merge two vertices u and v in G to a new vertex u’ with 
S(w) := S(U) u S(v) until the result contains at most two vertices. Let A’ be 
the set of all NL graphs obtained by merging two vertices in the graphs 
from B. If A’ contains two NL graphs replaceable with respect to 17 remove 
one of them. The following idea shows that A -173 A’. 
Let HE A and let G be a NL graph over C that contains a vertex u such 
that G[H/u] is disconnected. Then, the vertices in G can be merged such 
that G contains at most two connected components without changing the 
disconnectivity of G[H/u], because we are not interested in the number of 
connected components. That implies that there exists a NL graph H’ E A’ 
such that G[H’/u] is disconnected. 1 
We can test replaceability with respect to IZ by comparing the results of 
the burning procedure burn,( ) from Section 3. Lemma 10 and 11 provide 
burning procedures for 17, that work in polynomial time. Moreover, we 
can test replaceability with respect to 17, in polynomial time. This in con- 
nection with the bottom-up procecure for BNLC graph grammars yields 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. For a given BNLC graph grammar r, it is decidable in time 
w pO’y(‘r”) whether or not L(T) contains a disconnected or connected graph, 
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FIG. 7. A bottom-up processing for disconnectivity. 
Figure 7 shows a bottom-up processing for disconnectivity. Let 
L G 3(Z). Unfortunately, the size of burn,,(L) can be exponential in the 
size of C. Nevertheless, the connecticity and disconnectivity problem on 
BNLC graph languages are log-space complete for DTIME(2P”‘Y(trl)); see 
Wanke (1989). 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have suggested a uniform framework for the construc- 
tion of efficient algorithms for various graph problems on BNLC graph 
grammars. This amount to finding small replaceable graphs or small 
replaceable sets of small graphs with respect to a graph property Lr or a 
graph class property 17,) respectively. 
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The merit of our approach is that it provides implementable algorithms 
instead of a proof for the existence of algorithms. Our approach also 
provides a problem independent methodology. The only parts of the 
bottom-up procedures that depend on a graph problem are the burning 
procedures. Researchers have to find efficient burning procedures to obtain 
efficient algorithms. However, even if no such efficient burning procedure 
exists, in many CAD applications, software writers could take advantage of 
the modularity. 
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